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Abstract lab Tevatron l_p collider. This detector will measure the

impact parameter of tracke from the decay of long-rived

Technical detailm sad methods used in coutructing the particles (c-r > 300 pm). Of particular interest is the mea-
CDF ,ilicon vertex detector sre presented. This descrip- surement of the properties of B mesons produced either
tion includes a discm, sion of the foam-carbon fiber com- directly in the proton-antiproton collision or from the sub-

posite structure used to support the silicon microstrip de- sequent decay of a top quark. Iu this paper, we review
rectors and the proceduze for achievement of 5 pm detec- the mechanical design and construction of the SVX and

tor alignment. The construction of the beryllium barrel present results from the initial mechanical alignment. A

structure, which houses the detector assemblies, is alto de- description of the cooling system used to remove heat from

scribed. Iu addition, the 10 pm placement accuzacy of the detector volume is presented and the mounting system
the detectors in the barrel structure is discussed sad the is also described.

detector cooling sad mounting systems are described.

II SVX DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
I INTRODUCTION

The CDF SVX detector was designed under the rigid
A silicon strip vertex detector ("the CDF SVX") has been requirements im_ by operation at & hadron col-

constructed for use with the CDF detector at the Fermi- lider. These constraints immediately forced certain design

Puhli.qhed Proceeding_ TEEE !991 N,,c1_r ._qc_ence $_n.posi,_,m_ q_n_ _, .NM.,
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choices.At the Tevatroncollider,the l_ eventvertexin

the CDF collision hall is gaussian distributed along the
beamline with _ = 35 cm. Thus a fairly long detector is
required in order to have good event acceptance. This is
compared to experiments at an e+e - collider where the
particle bunch lengths are typically much shorter. The
SVX detector is 51 cm in length and will contain .., 60%
of the _ collision vertices.

The amount of material used to construct the SVX must

be kept to an absolute minimum for successful reconstruc-
tion of the high multiplicity f_p events. This is because
creation of secondary particles and conversion pairs in any
additional material will be a source of background for all
CDF detectors and multiple scattering is the limiting fsc-
tor in measuring the impact parameter of low momentum
tracks. Also, the materials involved need to be mechan-
icaUy stable and robust in the relatively high radiation
environment of a hadron collider.

The scale of the mechanical tolerances required in the
construction of the detector must be comparable to the in-
trinsic position resolution of the strip detectors. For detec-
tors with a 60 _m strip pitch, the intrinsic position resolu-
tion is 17 _,m and can go as low as I0 _m with charge shar- Figure I: Schematic view of one-half of the SVX detector,
ing information on neighboring strips. In order to achieve showing the internal geometry.
position information with similar resolution in the com-

pleted SVX detector, the construction errors must then be icon strip detectors arranged in a 12-sided geometry. The
on order I0 microns or less. This is a challenging task DC-coupled detectors are 300 _,m thick and have strip
and requires great care in the choice of materials and as- pitch of 60 _m for the three layers nearest to the beam
sembly techniques. Simulations of the detector in the high and 55 _m for the fourth layer I3]. The detector width
multiplicity hadron collider environment led to the design increases with radius to pros/de a wedge geometry which
decision to install four layers of silicon, rather than the points back to the beamline. The detectors are electrically
two or three layers used in previous experiments. The four bonded to each other along the beam direction in groups
layers of silicon allow an additional level of redundancy of three. These bonds are made with 25 _m diameter alu-
which greatly reduces hit missssociation in the track seg- minum wire, which contains i% silicon in order to reduce
ment finding and improves significantly the matching of electrochemical diffusion of the aluminum into the silicon

track segments in the silicon detector with tracks found in detector, to stiffen the wire and to retain heat during the
the CDF outer tracking chambers, ultrasonic welding of the wire to the pads on the detec-

Finally, the front-end electronics must be able to inte. tor surface. The three detectors are read out electrically
grate and store the signal from a single st1_ip in less tban at one end. Each detector is 8.5 cm long. An individual
the 3.5 _,e crossing time between _ eoUiaions, lt must also readout channel is therefore connected to a 25.5 cm long
contain a sparse threshold function in order to limit the strip which has a capacitance of-.. 30 pF.
amount of data recorded and to avoid incurring significant The three detectors are glued to a lightweight Rohacell
retuiout deadtime, lt is expected that the :readout time of [4] and carbon fiber support structure. This combination
the completed SVX detector will be only 1.8 milliseconds, of detectors and support structure is known as a "ladder".

Figure 2 shows the layout of an SVX ladder. The Roha-

cell is a polymethacrylimide rigid foam of very low density
III SVX MECHANICAL DESIGN AND withgood mechanicalproperties.Thisfoam isfirstmilled

ALIGNMENT to the desired dimeusions and then carbon fiber strips are
epoxied into it using a compression mold heated to 125 0C.

The CDF silicon vertex detector has been described pre- These ladder substrates are typically made flat to within
viously [1,2]. Here, we present updates to the design and 75 microns. During the detector gluing operation, the de-
additional details on the construction of the detector. Fig- rectors are placed on top of the ladder substrate and are

i| uze I shows one.half of the SVX detector. The detector held firmly in a specially designed gluing fixture utilising

I

consists of two barrel modules placed end-to-end which a vacuum chuck. Since the strips of the three detectors
are centered on the nominal interaction collision point and on a ladder are connected electrically, it is necessary that
whose axes are coincident with the beam axis. Contained the detectors are aligned to one another to better than

inside these cylindrical modules are four radial layers of all- their intrinsic position resolution. To accomplish this, the

|
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gluing fixture i_ mounted on s granite table and the de- Figure 3' Silicon strip detector alignment for Ali ladders
lectors sre aligned by focussing on the Ill/pl with a high- mounted in the SVX detector.
magnification TV camera mounted on the measuring srm

of a coordinate measur/ns machine (CMM) [5] and moving chips directly into the silicon. At the opposite end of thethem into position with micrometer adjustable stops. The
ladder, a second "dummy" esr is used for mounting the

reference line for the detector Alignment is a line, estab- ladder into the barrel.
' lished by the CMM software, through the centers of the

The SVXD chip itself wss fabricated using 3 pm featurelaser-driUed mounting holes in the circuit boards at both
sise CMOS technology and has both a digital and an_logends of the ladder. Each of the three detectors sre sd-
section [8,9]. The analog section contains 128 channels ofjusted so that their center strip is aligned to this ref_,.rence

line. The epoxy [6] used to glue the detectors to the ladder chsr_.,-integrating amplifiers in double or quadruple corre-
substrste exhibits very little shrinkage or outgassing dur- lated sample and hold readout scheme.
ing the low temperature (80 "C for two hours) heat curing The readout cable (known as & "pigtail") attached to
process. Figure S shows that the detector alignment after the end of the readout esr board incorporates a "gold-dot
gluing hsa sn rms of 4.5 pm and is consistent with the li technology" [10] to make electrical contact to a matin 8 bus
pm measurement repeatability calibration of the CMM. cable. This bus cable connects the four ladders in a wedge

to a driver/filtering board (known ss the "port card") lo-
Each SVX ladder was individually assembled in an over- rated just above the fourth layer of silicon inside the bsr-

pressured Class 100,000 clean room in which the room rel. Small bumps or dots of gold have been deposited on
temperature and humidity were monitored and controlled, the traces at the end of the flexible Kapton pigtail cs-
Standard clean room apparel, such ai a rubber gloves, a ble. These bumps mate with the bus cable which contains
face mask and &hair bouffant, were wore by the technician pads using a lightweight G-10 clamp fastened with a small
constructing the ladder. The toted number of ladders in the bolt and nut. The interconnect pitch used has traces on
SVX detector is 12 faces x 4 layers • 2 ends 96 ladders staggered 40 mi] centers, giving an effective 20 rail pitch.
or 24 ladders of each of the four radial types. In its final This connection scheme allows easy assembly of the cs-
mounted portion in the barrel, each ladder is rotated by 3' bles and workJ well compared to the conventional pin and
about its length in order to allow overlap between _djscent socket arrangement which is only available for traces on
laddere and to minimise uimuthnl boundary gaps. no smaller than a 50 rail pitch. Furthermore, this scheme

One of the circuit boards (also known as "esrs m) allowed complete flexibility in the number of traces and in
mounted on the ladder contaius the SVXD readout chips the cable layout.

on a thick-film alum/num nitride subatrate. The -Iu- The SVX ladders sre installed between two support
minum nitride material [7] has a thermal conductivity of pieces known as "bulkheads" using a small screw, O-ring
160 W/m'K which is similar to that ofmetalUc alun_num and tapped pin combination which fits through the mount-
and was used to provide good conduction of the heat from ing holes of the ears and attaches to slots machined into
the chips to the cooling system. The coefficient of ther. the ledges of the bnlkhesds. The slots in the bulkhead al-

msJ expansion of aluminum nitride is also well matched to low the ladder to expand thermally along its length while
that of silicon. CAre has been taken to make sure that the maintaining good asimuthal location. These bulkheads
readout esr is thermally isolated from the nearest silicon were made from beryll;um to reduce their contribution to
detector in order to prevent conduction o£ heat from the the total 3% of a radiation length value for the completed

II
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Figure 4: Uncertainty in the position of the s/lieon strip Figure 5: Distribution of the maximum bow or sagitta for
detectors mounted in the SVX detector, ali ladders in the SVX barrels.

5VX detector for angles perpendicular to the besmline. In barrel is removed from the assembly fixture sad also pro-
fact, each assembled SVX barrel weighs lesa than 1.0 kilo- vides shielding from stray RF fields. In addition, it isolates
gram. Besides being low mm, the bulkheads have been the SVX detector both thermally sad electrically from the
machined very accurately [11] and typiea/ly the four cir- surrounding tracking chambers. The SVX detector is then
ties on which the ladders sre mounted have been made mounted inside in the CDF vertex time projection chain-
concentric to within 15 microns, ber using a 3-point ]cinematic support to rain/raise the me-

The final assembly of ladders into the bulkheads is done ehanieal distortion effects of say thermal gradients in the
on a rotating shaft assembly using a CMM. The strips detector. The inner layer of silicon is at &radius of 1.177
of the all/con detectors sre mensured directly with a TV inches from the beam and is thus < 0.5 inch from the sur.

camera to an accuracy of 2.5 microns. The layer of fsd- face of the 1.5n o.d. 0.020" wall thickness beryllium besm
dees nearest and farthest from the beaml/ne are oriented pipe.
so that the detector strips face the beamfine sad thus mea-
surements can be made only of the back edges and corners
of the detectors after s_embly into the b_rel. For these I'_ S_vrX COOLING SYSTEM
two layers, the edges and corners have been referenced to

the detector strip locations from measurements done prior The goal of-the low masa SVX cooling system is to re-
to installation. Figure 4 shows the repeatability in the move heat from the readout electronics located ins/de the

measurement of the pos/tion of the dlieon detector strips SVX detector and to intercept heat from the surrounding
for Ali ladders installed in the SVX detector. This dh,- tracking chamber electronics in order to keep the silicon
tribution was determined by taking the difference of two strip detectors and the mechanical structure of the bar-
measurements of the detector strip positions during the rel at the ladder installation temperature of 20 'C. This
barrel construction and has sn rnm of 4.2 _m, which is is neceseary to avoid the inerea_ in silicon strip leakage
consistent with the repestabifity of the measuring der/ce, current from higher temperature 0perstion sad to mini-
In addition to the strip measurements, the bow or radius of raise thermal gradients in the internal detector structure
each ladder is mensured along its length mdng the CMM. so that the initial high-quallty mechanical alignment can
Figure 5 shows the maximum bow or ssgitta of ,di lad- be maintained.

dees in the SVX detector. The average value is 23 microns Figure 6 shows in general terms the layout of the cooling
and will have a negligible contribution to the SVX detector system. Each layer of the bulkhead has a cooling loop con-
position resolution. ,Listing of 3/32" i.d. 0.014" wall thickness aluminum piping

After the ladders sre installed between the bulkheads, containing 5 oC water flowing st a rate of 2 grams/see to
a lightweight composite cylinder, cohering of I mm of remove heat from the SVXD readout chip. The piping is
Rohseell wrapped in 75 microns of alunfinmn foil, slides in thermal contact with the beryllium bulkhead and runs
over the barrel sad is glued to both bulkheads. Thin eylin- underneath the ledge on which the readout circuit board
der sad ira connection to the bulkheads serves to maintain is mounted. The number of readout chips varies from 2 to
the internai mechanical alignment of the ladders after the 6 per ladder for the 4 layers of silicon sad the heat load

II



con vertex detector will contribute significantly to the high
_v_ energy physics research at the Tevatron collider._lJMP h
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V CONCLUSIONS

The workiscompletedon theconstructionoftheCDF sili-

convertexdetector.The siliconstripdetectorsarelocated
tosn _curscy of 10 micronsand > 98.5% ofthe silicon

strips are fully functional [12]. Data..takin_ is sch_4nled

to begin in early 1992 and it LI hoped that the CDF sift-
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